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		The new Marketplace for used Machinery
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Top-Categories


Metal processing machines
Machining centers
Drilling machines
Turning machines, lathes
Milling machines, millers
Presses
Grinding machines
more


Printing machines
Letterpress print machines
Digital printing machines
Printing works
Post presses
Offset printing machines
Screen printing machines
more



Construction machines
Concrete construction machines
Earth moving plants
Conveyors
Compressors
Mixers
Cutting machines
more



Wood processing machines
Drilling machines
Milling machines, millers
Planing machines
Woodworking centres
Grinding machines
Sawing machines
more





Equipment
Office equipment
Conveyor facilities
Laboratory facilities
Cleaning equipment
Measuring devices & Testing equipment
Work shop equipment
more



Forkcranes, Cranes & Transportation
Lifting devices
Cranes
Lift trucks & Fork lifter
Means of transport
Pallet trucks
Carriages
more



Spare parts & tools
Machine elements
Motors
Spare parts
Grinding tools
Thread rolling tools
Electric motors
more



Services
Retrofitting
Transport & shipping
Maintenance & care
Repair
Spare part sourcing
Maintenance
more






Current Machinery Offers
Dealer-News


CNC Lathe  GILDEMEISTER CTX 500


Transfer Press -mechanical- PLATARG 811


Transfer Press -mechanical- PLATARG 612


Transfer Press -mechanical- WATERBURY FARRELL 510


Transfer Press -mechanical- PLATARG 611


Transfer Press -mechanical- PLATARG 312


Fine Blanking Press -mechanical- FEINTOOL GKP F 50/80


Transfer Press -mechanical- PLATARG 912



Check and measurement gauges made in China



Trade fair appearances 2023



CNC 5 - Axis  Gantry  Plano Milling Mchine, Gantry Machining Centrer 



VIB used machines in autumn 2023
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Efficient and simple! tramao-the new marketplace for machinery





With tramao you become part of
an innovative platform that sets new standards in the trade of new and used
machinery. tramao is your complete solution for the trade of machinery and
spare parts for metalworking, woodworking, printing, construction machinery,
tools and more. 



The user-friendly search and input functions of our platform are easy and
intuitive to use to find the desired machine quickly and efficiently. Our clear
offer design facilitates orientation. Targeted filter functions allow you to
narrow down your search results to the essentials and thus find the perfect
machine even faster. 



tramao not only offers a large selection of machines, but also spare parts and
tools. Separate searches for spare parts and tools provide fast and accurate
search results. 



We target a global audience with 18 country pages. 



As a company in the above areas, improve your presence on the Internet and
increase your visibility by setting up a free company profile on our platform.
Here you can provide all relevant information about your company and create a
link to your own homepage. Our company profile service is constantly optimised
and updated to offer you even more benefits and easier handling. 



With tramao you open up an opportunity to further scale your business and
position yourself on a new powerful platform. Take this chance and become part
of a new movement in the trade of machinery.









tramao - your new link for efficient machine service 





With
tramao we offer you an innovative link between used machines and the
appropriate service. We understand that fast availability and efficient service
are of great importance for your machine. Machine downtime can be very
expensive and we want to help avoid this.



 tramao connects you with the right
service provider in your area who can provide fast and efficient support in
times of emergencies and problems. Our goal is to ensure that you are able to
quickly and easily repair your machine to continue your production. 



We are creating a comprehensive network of qualified service providers and
freelancers to offer you a wide range of services. As a platform for trading
machines and spare parts, we cordially invite service companies from the fields
of metalworking, woodworking, printing machines, construction machines to
become part of our community and present their company free of charge. 









Best care - support for new and used machines! 





tramao is more than just a
platform for trading in new and used machinery. Our goal is to connect all
players in the machinery sector and create a one-stop shop for all needs
related to industrial goods. This also includes comprehensive support for
machine users with questions and challenges. 


On tramao you will not only
find a wide range of used machines, but also service companies that will
support you with all your needs regarding repair, maintenance, servicing,
retrofitting, programming, optimisation of machines and systems, CAD CAM
solutions, data security, spare parts procurement, technical documentation,
occupational health and safety, industrial assembly, transport and rental. 

With
just a few clicks, you can quickly and easily identify the right company and
find a solution for your requirements. Our support extends far beyond the
actual trade in machinery and offers you a complete range of services to make
your business in the machinery sector successful.

tramao is the place to go
for all your new and used machinery needs. Discover the advantages of tramao
and become part of our community today!









Discover our advantages: 





tramao user benefits: 
	Unification of the areas of machines, service, spare parts and tools for a
comprehensive solution 
	Clear categorisation of the offer for effortless navigation - Easy
advertising and convenient management of your ads 
	Price stability in the rates for machinery, spare parts and tools for fair
and transparent pricing 
	Individual design of advertisements for maximum attention 
	Clear dashboard for intuitive operation 
	Constant development of the platform to continuously improve your experience 
	Daily update of offers for the latest and best deals 


tramao services for
companies:
	Free company profile with complete presentation of your services. 
	Publish your own company news on tramao to increase your reach 
	Posting of machine requests to search specifically for the desired equipment 
	Free setup of a data interface to your website for a seamless integration 
	Expand your customer base by receiving matching requests for more business
opportunities 
	Targeted search of the right service companies to meet your requirements 
	Targeting the right spare parts and tool suppliers for high quality
accessories


















	
				
				
tramao GmbH, Im Mühlstück 26, 56626 Andernach

		
			tramao auf Youtube

			tramao auf Facebook
	
			tramao auf LinkedIn

							tramao auf twitter

						tramao auf Instagram

		


	

	
		About us

		Company
		Imprint
		Privacy policy
		Terms & Conditions
				Blog
		
	

	
		Sell

		Place machine ads
		Place spare parts & tool ads
		Manage ads
		Price list Machine dealer
		Price list Tool dealer
	

	
		Service & Support

		Support request
		FAQ & help
		Tips for buying used machines
		
		Useful information Metal processing machines
		Useful information Machine tools
		Useful information Construction machines
		Useful information Printing machines
		Useful information Wood processing machines
		Used Machinery
		Machinery request

	

	
		Search


		Categories Metal processing machines
		Categories Printing machines
		Categories Construction machines
		Categories Wood processing machines

		Services
		Manufacturer
		Companies on tramao

		Top 10 Used Machinery
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